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ABSTRACT 

 

Adopting dynamic substructuring schemes is a common practice in the field of structural 

dynamics, where the dynamic behaviour of a structure is predicted by combining the 

multiple subsystems that are analysed individually. This paper investigated the dynamic 

behaviour of a structure with doubled bolted joints using the frequency based 

substructuring (FBS) method. In the attempt, the substructures were combined with the 

frequency domain that can be numerically derived or experimentally measured. However, 

the applicability of this method suffered from several issues where most of them were 

related to the frequency response function (FRF) of the rotational degree of freedom 

(DOF) at the subsystem’s interface. In some cases, the system’s interface vibrated in the 

rotary motion of certain modes, for instance, a car side rear view mirror. Therefore, 

excluding the rotational FRF during the coupling process could lead to a completely 

different result. This paper presents the use of the FBS method for a structure with double 

bolted joints by using the equivalent multipoint constraint (EMPC) method through which 

rotational DOFs can be completely neglected. The actual tested structure for this study 

was an assembled structure consisting of two substructures: a simple beam and an 

irregular plate steel structure. The FRFs of both substructures were derived from using 

the FRF synthesis from finite element models and combined together via the FBS method. 

This study reveals that the use of the FBS method with the EMPC method for a structure 

double bolted joints has led to very promising results. 

 

Keywords: Frequency based substructuring; equivalent multipoint connection; double 

bolted joints. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In structural dynamics, the dynamic behaviour of a structure which consists of several 

components or substructures can be efficiently and economically calculated by using 

dynamic substructuring method [1, 2]. This method allows a built-up structure to be 

dissembled into several substructures and analysing analysis of the dynamic behaviour of 

the substructures can be done individually. Thus, combining the analysed dynamic data 

can predict the dynamic behaviour of the built-up structure [3, 4]. Dynamic substructuring 

also permits a combination between the dynamic behaviour obtained from numerical and 
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experimental model in the frequency domain [5, 6]. This dynamic substructuring method 

is called frequency based substructuring (FBS) or admittance coupling. The FBS method 

combines the substructures frequency response function (FRF) by balancing the forces 

and enforcing continuity at the interfaces. The summarized review, history and general 

framework of FBS are available in De Klerk [7]. 

The FBS method has the capability to efficiently and economically solve several 

complex vibrational issues, especially where some parts of the system are very difficult 

to be analytically modelled or are merely required to be analysed. For example, Law, 

Rentzsh and Ihlenfeldt [8-10] predicted the dynamic behaviour of a machining tool by 

combining the measured FRF of a complex operating machine with other several 

substructures via the FBS method. Another striking example is that the FBS method was 

used in a cost-effective way for predicting the dynamic behaviour of the isolation system 

for an operating machinery [11, 12]. Both examples have demonstrated   a strong link 

between efficiency and economics of the FBS method in the use of predicting the dynamic 

behaviour of a complex structure.  

The dynamic substructuring method is a common practice and well accepted 

method in the domain of the finite element analysis in particular.  However,  its 

experimental equivalence is  more likely susceptible to the unacceptable results [13]. One 

of the major issues which have been the major contribution to  the FBS errors that have 

been critically discussed,  is the rotational degrees of freedom (DOFs) from experimental 

work [14]. In certain cases, the system’s interface vibrates in rotary motion for certain 

particular modes, for instance, a car side rear view mirror. The car side mirror needs to 

be rigid as the car moves. This is to ensure that there are no excessive vibrations when 

the car operates. Therefore, directly neglecting the rotational DOFs in the coupling 

process will lead to completely different results.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. A car side rear view mirror that is subjected to rotary motion. 

 

Several research studies have been performed in order to estimate the rotational 

FRF of a substructure. For example, an X-block attachment was used to allow the 

measurement of rotational FRF at a component in order to perform a successful structural 

modification of a helicopter tail [15]. Another approach that had been used was to attach 

a known model of T-block mass at the interface of the experimental substructure in order 

to bring more FRF peak towards lower modes [16, 17]. Later, the numerical model of the 

T-block was decoupled in order to expand and obtain the rotational FRFs at the interfaces. 

This method was also called as transmission simulator in [18].  

The development of applying pure torque excitation and rotational FRF 

measurement equipment have therefore caught many dynamicists’ attention [19, 20]. 
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Recently, the rotational accelerometer was introduced by Kristler Instrument which 

allows the direct measurement of the rotational FRF [21]. However, the force-moment 

excitation of the experimental substructure still needed to be expanded based on the modal 

model in order to obtain full DOF at the coupling interface [22]. The successful direct 

measurement of the rotational DOF’s FRF however remains to be unexplored.  

In most cases, the dynamicists tend to ignore the rotational DOF by combining 

the substructure’s interfaces to a multipoint connection. This approach is named 

“Equivalent Multipoint Connection (EMPC)” [23]. The approach was adopted based on 

the discrete DOFs at the interfaces from the 3D finite element model, where the interface 

consists of multiple nodes and directions [13]. By this manner, the rotational DOF can be 

completely neglected. However, there were very limited studies related to the capabilities 

of EMPC approach. Therefore, this paper aims to investigate the capabilities of the EMPC 

method in order to predict the dynamic behaviour of a double bolted joint structure, which 

is subject to rotary motion at the interface in certain modes. The test structure for this 

study consists of a single beam and an irregular shape structure. 

 

Theoretical Explanations for FBS method 

 

In this section, the FBS method is explained based on the schematic diagram in Figure 2. 

The coupling method is physically and mathematically described based on the 

Generalized Receptance Coupling (GRC) [24]. To be physically general, consider a 

system (S) which consists of independent subsystems (A) and (B), which the DOFs have 

been classified either as internal (subscript a and b) or coupling (subscript c) DOFs.  

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram for subsystem S. 

 

The equation of motion of subsystem A and B in the frequency domain for the complex 

displacement 𝐗𝑛 is described as:  

 

𝐗𝑛 = 𝐇𝑛𝑛𝐅𝑛                                                             (1) 

 

where 𝐇𝑛𝑛 is the complex admittance matrix in term of displacement/force and force 𝐅𝑛 is 

the applied force vector. The total number of DOFs for each subsystem are defined as 

subscript n, while subscript s represents the coupled system. For the rigid connections and 

force equilibrium between subsystems A and B, compatibility implies that;   

 

𝐗A
c = 𝐗B

c = 𝐗S
c                                                 (2) 

 

𝐅𝐀
𝐜 = 𝐅𝐁

𝐜 = 𝐅𝐒
𝐜                                                  (3) 

 

System S 

Subsystem A Subsystem B 

a-DOFs c-DOFS b-DOFS 
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Based on Eq. (1), (2) and (3), the partitions matrix of subsystems A and B is 

derived to form the whole coupled system FRF matrix. The FRF matrix for a coupled 

system can be represented as: 

 

{

𝐗s
a

𝐗s
c

𝐗s
b

}

n

= [

𝐇s
aa 𝐇s

ac 𝐇s
ab

𝐇s
ca 𝐇s

cc 𝐇s
cb

𝐇s
ba 𝐇s

bc 𝐇s
bb

] {

𝐅s
a

𝐅s
c

𝐅s
b

}

n

                       (4) 

 

The above further matrix can be derived to obtain the FRF at the coupling or internal 

DOFs of both subsystems. The detailed explanation of  the GRC based FBS can be found 

in [25].  

 

The Importance of Rotational DOF 

 

Theoretically, in order to accurately calculate the assembled system’s FRF via GRC based 

FBS, all the degrees of freedom at the interface need to be coupled, including the 

rotational DOFs. The previous study reveals that including the rotational DOFs in the 

process of coupling has led to successful and accurate coupled FRF between FE-

experimental dynamic substructuring [26]. Consider a single node system described in a 

matrix: 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑥
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                     (5) 

 

where Y, F, and M describe the FRF matrix, force-excite and moment-excite respectively. 

The subscripts [x,y,z] represent the translational DOFs while [𝜙𝑥𝜙𝑦𝜙𝑧] represent the 

rotational DOFs. The matrix in Eq. (5) clearly shows that 75% of the single node matrix 

contains rotational information. Therefore, neglecting the rotational DOFs at the 

connection during the coupling can lead to an incomplete DOF matrix at the interface. In 

that manner, 75% of information that is transferred through the joint has been removed. 

The illustration of neglecting the rotational DOFs at the connection of two simple beams 

is presented in Figure 3. 

In structural dynamics, the rotational FRFs can easily be calculated analytically 

or via the finite element method. However, the major problem is dealing with the 

experimental subsystem. Currently, there are two ways to obtain the rotational 

information for experimental dynamic substructuring. They are by measurement 

techniques [15, 22] and modal expansion method. 
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(a)     (b) 

 

Figure 3. (a) Coupling all connection DOFs (b) Neglecting the connection of rotational 

DOF. 

 

EQUIVALENT MULTIPOINT CONNECTION (EMPC) APPROACH 

 

The EMPC method consists of obtaining the FRFs of the substructure’s interface at 

multiple nodes and multiple directions. This method implies that the connection interfaces 

are always surface connections. Therefore, real-life structures should formally be coupled 

by infinite DOFs at the interfaces. In finite element method, the translational DOFs 

information can only provide a good estimate of the interface flexibility, if it is determined 

on multiple points. Figure 4 shows the illustration of the EMPC method by combining 

multiple nodes at the interface. A minimum of three nodes and six coupling DOFs are 

required to sufficiently describe all motions of the rigid interface as recommended [23]. 

The substructure interface can roughly be assumed as a rigid interface, as it is stiff 

and small surface. The advantage of regarding the interface as rigid is the possibility to 

build the flexibility matrix of the interface by the geometric relations between the nodes. 

For example, for a 9 translational DOFs forming 3 nodes at the interface, the flexibility 

matrix can be described as: 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Illustration of EMPC approach of a beam structure. 
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where u is the interface DOF in a main content q, a is a relative distance between nodes 

and m is the residual vector. The six resulting unique DOFs can be interpreted as three 

translational DOFs and three rotational DOFs [13]. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST STRUCTURE 

 

The applicability of the EMPC approach for FBS can be demonstrated as an assembled 

structure consisting of a 380mm beam and an irregular shape substructure as shown in 

Figure 5. Both substructures should be modelled based on steel material properties and 

combined by using two bolted joints. These simple configurations allow an initial study 

of a structure that is subjected to rotational motion at the interface (bending and torsion 

mode) as shown in Figure 6, where the rotational DOF plays an important role for a 

successful FRF coupling. The frequency of interest for this case study is between 0 to 

2000Hz which contains several bending and torsional modes. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The test structure for the study. 

 

 
(a)    (b) 

 

Figure 6. The test structure subjected to rotational motion about (a) rotational x-axis (1st 

mode) and; (b) rotational y-axis (4th mode) at the interface. 

 

FREQUENCY BASED SUBSTRUCTURING METHOD 

 

The FBS method was performed by coupling the FE FRF of both substructures in order 

to evaluate the capabilities of EMPC method for combining a structure with two bolted 

joints. Prior to combining the FE FRF of a simpe beam and irregular plate substructure, 

both FE model of the substrcutrues had been constructred as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 

8. The frequency bandwidth for both substructures were set between 0-10,000Hz  to 

include the rigid body modes and minimised the truncation error for dynamic 

substructuring [27]. The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the finite element model 

were solved by using normal modes solution in the CAE software [28, 29]. The FRFs at 

x 

Irregular plate 

Beam 

Two bolted joints 

𝜙𝑥  

𝜙𝑦  

Ry 
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the interface of the FE models were derived by using FRF synthesized method based on 

the calculated natural frequencies and mode shapes [30].  

In this study, two types of coupling configuration had been performed. The first 

one was the traditional single node FRF coupling [31, 32] as shown in Figure 7. Initially, 

the two substructures were coupled by using both translational and rotational DOFs in 

order to obtain the actual and reference FRF for benchmarking purposes. Subsequently, 

the substructures were coupled by using only the translational DOFs. This coupling 

configuration allows an intial study of the accuracy of the coupled FRF by neglecting the 

rotational DOFs during the process of coupling.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. FRF coupling using single node interface. 

 

The second configuration was by implimenting EMPC approach for FRF coupling 

by using three nodes at each of the substructure connection interfaces as shown in Figure 

8 and 9. The interfaces were assumed as rigid and only translatioanl DOFs were involved 

in the process of coupling. The calculated coupled FRF for both coupling configuration 

were compared, validated and discussed in the next section of this article.  

 

 
 

Figure 8. EMPC node interface of beam substructure. 
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Figure 9. EMPC node interface of irregular shape structure. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Several previous studies revealed that excluding one of the important DOFs during the 

process of coupling has usually led  to completely different results [33, 34]. There have 

been numerous attempts made by researchers to enhance the predicted coupled FRF by 

considering the rotational FRF. The common roadblocks for introducing the rotational 

FRF to the flexibility matrix found in the attempts were (1) poor quality of measured FRF 

and (2) the incomplete moment excite FRF needed to be expanded. The expanded FRF 

seems to be acceptable for a simple beam structure, but very challenging for a complex 

structure as the process of FRF coupling is case-dependent. Therefore, the first part of 

this section discusses the effect of the coupled FRF of the actual tested structure by 

excluding the rotational FRF from the interface matrix.  

In this study, the actual tested structure was subjected to torsional or rotational 

motion at certain modes, where neglecting the rotational DOFs at the substructure’s 

connection interface seemed to be unacceptable. In that manner, 75% of the information 

that was transferred to the connections was not taken into account for representing the 

flexibility of the connection interface. The comparison between the predicted coupled 

FRF based on translational DOFs (blue) and the reference FRF (red) is shown in Figure 

10, revealing the attempt to couple the substructure using only translational DOFs at the 

single node at the interfaces of the substructure had led to an inaccurate prediction of the 

coupled FRF, especially for the higher modes.  

From Figure 10, it can clearly be seen that the pattern and amplitudes of the 

resonance as well as anti-resonance of coupled FRF are almost identical with the 

benchmark FRF for the first three modes. The good correlation of FRFs obtained for the 

first three modes is mainly because of the translational DOFs can well represent the 

rigidity of the interface in 𝜙𝑥 –axis. However, the pattern of the coupled FRF began to 

shift for the higher mode, especially starting from 1000 Hz above. The significant reason 

for the shift in the coupled FRF is mainly because the rotational motion in the 𝜙𝑦 – axis 

starts to develop at the fourth mode as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, it is worth noting 

that the coupled FRF will only be reliable for the lower modes if the rotational DOFs are 

not included in the coupling process [34].  

In order to completely exclude the rotational DOFs in the FRF coupling process, 

the EMPC method has been introduced. This method assumes that the interfaces are 

always surface connections and have infinite DOFs, where having at least three-point 

connections and nine DOFs can describe the flexibility of the interface. Therefore, each 

substructure interface is described by multiple point-connections which have translational 
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DOFs information only.  The second coupling configuration for the actual tested structure 

by using the EMPC approach has been successfully calculated and presented in Figure 

11.  

 

 
 

Figure 10. Coupled FRF using single node translational DOFs and reference FRF. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Coupled FRF using EMPC approach and reference FRF. 

 

Figure 11 shows that there is a perfect match for all resonance as well as anti-

resonance peaks between the coupled FRF from the EMPC method and the benchmark 

FRF. This remarkable achievement has proved that a good estimation of the interface 

flexibility can also be attained from solely using the translational DOFs in the coupling 

process. Since measuring the rotational DOFs FRF is reported to be very difficult and not 

a common practice among modal analysts, the EMPC method proposed in this study can 

be very practical and useful to be used by the modal analysts. 

  

CONCLUSION 

 

This study investigated the dynamic behaviour of a structure with double bolted joints by 

using the frequency based substructuring (FBS) method. The structure consisted of two 

substructures and they were combined via two different types of coupling configurations, 

namely the single node and the equivalent multipoint connection (EMPC) method. The 

evaluation of the accuracy and capability of both coupling methods has been presented 
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and discussed. Based on the traditional single node FRF coupling, completely excluding 

the rotational FRF in the coupling process, has rendered the coupled FRF incapable of 

matching the benchmark FRF, mainly because 75 percent of the joint information has 

been neglected. On the other hand, the EMPC approach has led to a successful and 

accurate calculation of the FRF as the flexibility matrix of the interface was built based 

on the multiple translational degrees of freedom for the surface connection of the 

interface. Therefore, the EMPC method, which implicitly accounts for rotational degrees 

of freedom information, can considerably improve the predicted results. This significant 

achievement has led to the conclusion that the EMPC method has many advantages over 

the conventional methods for preparing the experimental model due to the moment 

excitation and rotational FRF measurements being very problematic to be performed.  
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